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       Contemporary Approach to Neurologic 
Prognostication of Coma Aft er Cardiac Arrest 

      Nawfel     Ben-Hamouda   ,   MD   ;     Fabio S.     Taccone   ,   MD  ,   PhD   ;     Andrea O.     Rossetti   ,   MD   ;   and     Mauro     Oddo   ,   MD               

  Coma after cardiac arrest (CA) is an important cause of admission to the ICU. Prognosis of 

post-CA coma has signifi cantly improved over the past decade, particularly because of aggres-

sive postresuscitation care and the use of therapeutic targeted temperature management 

(TTM). TTM and sedatives used to maintain controlled cooling might delay neurologic refl exes 

and reduce the accuracy of clinical examination. In the early ICU phase, patients’ good recov-

ery may often be indistinguishable (based on neurologic examination alone) from patients 

who eventually will have a poor prognosis. Prognostication of post-CA coma, therefore, has 

evolved toward a multimodal approach that combines neurologic examination with EEG and 

evoked potentials. Blood biomarkers (eg, neuron-specifi c enolase [NSE] and soluble 100- b  

protein) are useful complements for coma prognostication; however, results vary among com-

mercial laboratory assays, and applying one single cutoff  level (eg,  .  33  m g/L for NSE) for 

poor prognostication is not recommended. Neuroimaging, mainly diff usion MRI, is emerging 

as a promising tool for prognostication, but its precise role needs further study before it can 

be widely used. This multimodal approach might reduce false-positive rates of poor prognosis, 

thereby providing optimal prognostication of comatose CA survivors. The aim of this review 

is to summarize studies and the principal tools presently available for outcome prediction and 

to describe a practical approach to the multimodal prognostication of coma after CA, with a 

particular focus on neuromonitoring tools. We also propose an algorithm for the optimal use 

of such multimodal tools during the early ICU phase of post-CA coma. 
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            Coma aft er cardiac arrest (CA) is an 

important cause of ICU admission for acute 

brain injury. Over the past decade, the 

number of patients who survive a coma 

aft er CA has increased signifi cantly.  1   Two 

major factors have contributed to outcome 

improvement: postresuscitation care (ie, the 

number of general supportive measures, 

including early coronary reperfusion, fl uid 

resuscitation, adequate cerebral and 

systemic perfusion pressure, controlled 

sedation, glycemic control, that help to 
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protect a postanoxic brain against so-called secondary 

cerebral damage)  2   and the introduction  3 , 4   and clinical 

implementation  5 , 6   of targeted temperature management 

(TTM) with the use of induced cooling. According to the 

most recent studies, approximately 50% of patients 

experiencing coma aft er CA and treated with TTM 

survive with good long-term neurologic recovery.  7   

Notwithstanding the recent controversy about the 

exact target temperature to adopt in this context (33°C 

vs 36°C),  7   TTM exerts signifi cant neuroprotection and 

remains a mainstay of therapy for postanoxic coma.  8   

 Despite these important advancements, at least one-half 

of patients will eventually have a poor prognosis. In the 

early phase following CA (approximately 72 h), and 

partly because of sedation and TTM, it is not always 

easy to clearly distinguish based on clinical examination 

alone patients with persistent coma who will have a poor 

prognosis from those who are transiently comatose but 

might subsequently awaken and eventually have a good 

recovery.  9   Adequate prognostication of neurologic 

outcome in the early phase following CA is, therefore, 

of great importance, particularly because it allows for 

targeting therapy intensity and appropriate allocation of 

resources.  10   Prognostication of patients with acute brain 

injury is a diffi  cult task for clinicians and nurses involved 

in the care process as well as for family and society, who 

may be left  with the potential burden of a long-term 

neurologic defi cit. A major challenge is to reduce the 

uncertainty about outcome prediction. A new paradigm 

is being increasingly adopted that has switched from a 

standard approach primarily based on neurologic 

examination  11   to a more advanced multimodal approach 

that combines clinical examination with a series of 

additional tools, including EEG, evoked potentials, blood 

biomarkers, and neuroimaging, aimed at more precisely 

quantifying the severity of postanoxic brain damage and 

improving the accuracy of outcome prediction. 

 Th e aim of this review is to summarize the principal 

tools presently available for outcome prediction and 

to describe a practical approach to the multimodal 

prognostication of coma aft er CA, with a particular 

focus on neuromonitoring tools. We also propose an 

algorithm for the optimal use of such multimodal tools 

during the early ICU phase of postanoxic coma.  

 Available Tools for Coma Prognostication 
Aft er CA  

 Outcome Assessment 

 Accuracy of coma prognostication can be defi ned as the 

false-positive rate (FPR  5  1-specifi city) to predict poor 

prognosis. Th e perfect prognosticator is one with 100% 

specifi city that yields an FPR of 0 for poor prognosis. 

According to the Glasgow-Pittsburgh Cerebral Perfor-

mance Categories (CPCs),  12   poor prognosis includes 

CPC 3 (severe disability, dependent in daily life 

activities), CPC 4 (persistent vegetative state), or 

CPC 5 (death). Good prognosis comprises CPC 1 (full 

recovery) and CPC 2 (moderate disability, allowing to 

return home and to be independent in daily life 

activities).   

 Neurologic Examination 

 Neurologic examination remains the fi rst-line approach 

to initially assessing prognosis of comatose patients in 

general. In unconscious patients aft er CA, lack of motor 

response to painful stimulation better than extension 

(motor component of Glasgow coma scale  �  2) and 

absence of brain stem refl exes (including pupillary, 

corneal, and oculocephalic reactivity) at 72 h are 

classically associated with poor prognosis.  11    

 Eff ect of Sedation and Hypothermia on Motor 

Response and Brain Stem Refl exes:     Induced hypo-

thermia reduces cytochrome P450-mediated clearance 

of the sedative and analgesic agents (eg, midazolam, fen-

tanyl) commonly used during TTM.  13   In addition, some 

patients may have altered renal and hepatic function, 

which may further delay drug clearance. Th e combined 

eff ect of TTM and controlled sedation alters neurologic 

examination and may particularly delay reaction to 

painful stimuli,  14 - 16   thereby rendering clinical examina-

tion alone, particularly motor response (see next), less 

reliable and insuffi  ciently accurate to predict prognosis 

in the early phase of coma aft er CA. 

 In a recent meta-analysis of 10 studies in patients 

treated with TTM to 33°C to 34°C aft er CA, Kamps et al  17   

found that a motor response  �  2 on the Glasgow coma 

scale at 72 h (n  5  811 patients) had an unacceptably 

high FPR of 21% on average (95% CI, 8%-43%). Brain 

stem responses had better accuracy, but absent corneal 

refl exes (n  5  429 patients) yielded an average FPR of 

2%. Bilaterally absent pupillary reactivity was available 

in 566 patients and had the lowest FPR to predict poor 

outcome. Brain stem and pupillary refl exes were per-

formed at 48 to 72 h aft er CA in these studies.    

 Electrophysiologic Examinations  

 EEG:     Th e utility of EEG in postanoxic coma is to help 

to improve accuracy of coma prognostication and to 

detect postanoxic status epilepticus.  
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 Coma Prognostication:   Using the dynamic response of 

the EEG background to nociceptive or auditory stimuli, 

EEG has been used for more than two decades to predict 

outcome of postanoxic coma.  18   With this approach, it is 

possible to analyze changes in amplitude and frequency 

of the EEG background and to distinguish between two 

main patterns: (1) reactive (ie, acceleration or slowing 

of the EEG recording upon a nociceptive or auditory 

stimulation) ( Fig 1 ) vs (2) nonreactive (ie, no change 

of the EEG recording upon a nociceptive or auditory 

stimulation) ( Fig 2 ). It is important to note that the lack 

of standardized tools to assess EEG reactivity (intensity 

of pain and the exact sites where to apply painful stimu-

lation as well as the amount of sedation used) may aff ect 

reactivity. Th erefore, EEG should be performed at least 

at two time points—during TTM and aft er TTM—in 

normothermic conditions and off  sedation.     

 Additional spontaneous EEG fi ndings are associated 

with poor prognosis, mainly a pattern of discontinuous 

EEG background (ie,  ,  50% of the trace is suppressed) 

or of so-called spontaneous burst suppression (ie,  .  50% 

of the recording is suppressed)  19   ( Fig 3 ).   Growing 

clinical evidence from several single-center prospective 

studies has demonstrated that EEG performed aft er 

return to normothermia signifi cantly improves the 

accuracy of coma prognostication aft er CA, particu-

larly in patients treated with TTM.  14 , 15 , 20 - 24   On the basis 

of these studies, continuous and reactive EEG back-

ground is associated with good prognosis; conversely, 

discontinuous, unreactive EEG has a very high 

specificity for poor prognosis (with an FPR close 

to 0%).   

 Postanoxic Status Epilepticus:   Postanoxic status epilep-

ticus occurs in about one-third of comatose patients 

aft er CA and is generally considered a sign of poor 

prognosis.  25 - 29   EEG epileptic patterns or the occurrence 

of generalized periodic epileptiform discharges ( Fig 4 ) 

are markers of diff use severe postanoxic brain damage. 

When observed early during TTM and sedation (which 

both have intrinsic antiepileptic properties), such early 

seizures are almost 100% predictive of poor prognosis.  30   

However, seizures do not necessarily correlate with bad 

outcome. Several studies observed that survival with 

good neurologic recovery is possible in a particular 

subset of patients who have late seizures (ie, aft er the 

rewarming phase following TTM and off  sedation) and 

display favorable clinical (presence of brain stem refl exes) 

and electrophysiologic (continuous, reactive EEG 

background; preserved cortical somatosensory evoked 

potentials [SSEPs]) signs.  26 , 31 , 32   Th e underlying patho-

physiology of these types of seizures is not completely 

understood and warrants further investigation. Inter-

estingly, Rossetti et al  33   found no correlation between 

levels of neuron-specifi c enolase (NSE), a marker of 

neuronal injury, and postanoxic seizures. Seizures may 

be nonconvulsive (ie, only detectable on EEG) or con-

vulsive, including myoclonus. Several forms of post-CA 

myoclonus exist, and there is still some confusion about 

precise terminology. It is important to distinguish myo-

clonic seizures and status epilepticus (myoclonus  1  EEG 

seizures) from reticular status myoclonus (myoclonus 

without EEG seizures, implying that the cerebral cortex 

is too impaired to generate electrographic epileptiform 

discharges). Reticular status myoclonus is a sign of 

severe global cortical and subcortical damage and is 

associated with early death.  31 , 32   Not all myoclonus is 

associated with poor neurologic outcome, and it is very 

diffi  cult, if not impossible, to diff erentiate the various 

forms of myoclonus in such way to be certain that 

myoclonus is associated with poor recovery. Clinicians 

must be aware that acute postanoxic myoclonus is not 

necessarily a sign of no recovery in that the FPR of 

early myoclonus varies from 3%  15   to 10%  34   up to 12% 

according to the Prognosis aft er Postanoxic Coma II 

(PROPAC II) study.  35        

 EEG Timing and Type of Monitoring:     Early seizures 

during the fi rst 12 to 24 h of TTM are almost invariably 

associated with an ominous prognosis. Furthermore, 

with respect to prognostication, too early a diagnosis 

( ,  12 h) of reactive vs nonreactive background may lead 

to false prognostication.  30   Whether to use intermittent 

vs continuous EEG monitoring is still a debated issue.  36   

We found that standard intermittent EEG is comparable 

to continuous EEG for both prognostication (EEG reac-

tivity) and seizure detection.  30   Th is fi nding has an 

important practical implication, especially for centers 

where EEG resources are limited. Repeated EEG, 

including testing of background reactivity, performed 

at least at two defi nite time points (eg, during TTM 

and aft er TTM, early following the rewarming phase 

and off  sedation) represents a good compromise. Finally, 

although simplifi ed four- to nine-channel EEG may be 

suitable for coma prognostication in adult patients,  22 , 23   

it is not recommended for the detection of postanoxic 

seizures, where standard 19- to 21-channel EEG is 

preferred.  36   

 Simplifi ed EEG with the use of bispectral index (BIS) 

monitoring has also been studied as an alternative to 

standard EEG for coma prognostication after CA.  37 , 38   

A BIS  .  45 at 24 h from CA provides a 63% sensitivity 

and 86% specifi city for good prognosis.  39   Th ese 
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methods, however, are not widely used, and further 

independent assessments are required before routine 

implementation of BIS monitoring.   

 Somatosensory Evoked Potentials:     SSEPs involve 

the stimulation of bilateral median nerves and the 

recording of a cortical response, called the N20 peak. 

Examples of a normal and an abnormal (bilaterally 

absent) N20 response are illustrated in  Figure 5 . A bilat-

erally absent N20 response on SSEP is a robust predictor 

of poor prognosis. Th e predictive value of SSEP has been 

confi rmed by several studies performed in patients 

treated with TTM.  14 , 15 , 40 , 41   Apart from exceptional cases,  42   

bilateral absence of the N20 component at 48 to 72 h 

aft er CA is invariably associated with irreversible coma 

and poor prognosis. Two systematic reviews con-

firmed the value of SSEP in predicting poor prognosis 

aft er CA,  17 , 43   where bilateral absence of N20 response 

  

 Figure 1  –     EEG showing a reactive background. Example of one illustrative comatose patient aft er cardiac arrest who will eventually have a good 
prognosis. A, Auditory stimulations (red arrow) during mild induced hypothermia and sedation show a diff use attenuation (fl attening) and acceleration 
of the EEG background (black arrows). B, Aft er rewarming, in normothermic conditions and off  sedation, transient diff use EEG slowing (black arrows) 
is observed when calling the patient. Bipolar longitudinal montage, 10  m V/mm, 30 mm/s.    
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had 100% specifi city of poor prognosis (FPR of 0%). 

Similar to EEG reactivity,  30   SSEP N20 response does 

not appear to be infl uenced by mild hypothermic 

conditions.  41 , 44        

 Blood Biomarkers 

 In the setting of post-CA coma, levels of NSE and 

soluble 100- b  protein (S-100B) in patient serum have 

been the most widely studied markers.  

 Neuron-Specifi c Enolase:     NSE is an intracellular 

enzyme present in neurons and other cells of neuroecto-

dermal origin. It is a marker of neuronal injury, with an 

estimated half-life of approximately 24 h. Serum NSE 

levels are strongly correlated to the severity of cerebral 

damage after CA as assessed by postmortem brain 

autopsy  45   and appear to be the biomarker with highest 

prognostic value aft er CA and TTM.  46 , 47   Before the TTM 

era, serum NSE levels  .  33  m g/L 24 to 72 h aft er CA was 

  

 Figure 2  –     EEG showing nonreactive background. Example of one illustrative comatose patient aft er cardiac arrest who will eventually die. A and 
B, Painful stimulations to the chest (red arrow) during mild induced hypothermia and sedation (A) and in normothermic conditions aft er rewarming and 
off  sedation (B) show the absence of a notable change in the EEG background apart from movement artifacts. Bipolar longitudinal montage, 5  m V/mm, 
30 mm/s.    
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strongly, although not invariably, associated with poor 

prognosis.  11 , 48   In patients treated with TTM, however, 

several studies have shown that applying one single cut-

off level ( .  33  m g/L in this specific setting) may be 

misleading. Much higher cutoff serum NSE values 

than 33  m g/L were necessary to reach an FPR of 0% 

in patients treated with TTM, with levels as high as 

78.9  m g/L to predict a poor outcome with a specifi city 

of 100%.  33 , 40 , 46 , 49 , 50   For example, in a cohort of 61 consec-

utive comatose patients aft er CA treated with TTM, we 

  

 Figure 3  –     EEG showing spontaneous burst-suppression background with superimposed middle-voltage generalized periodic discharges. At 48 h 
following cardiac arrest, aft er rewarming from therapeutic hypothermia, and in normothermic conditions, a diff usely suppressed (fl at) background 
(solid black arrows) alternates with irregular, diff use electrical activity intermixed with generalized spikes (dashed black arrows). Th e EEG background 
shows no reactivity to auditory stimuli (red arrow). Th e patient had a poor outcome. Bipolar longitudinal montage, 10  m V/mm, 30 mm/s.    

  

 Figure 4  –     EEG showing generalized, high-voltage generalized periodic discharges. At 48 h aft er cardiac arrest, aft er rewarming from therapeutic 
hypothermia, and in normothermic conditions, generalized spikes occurring nearly every second (black arrows) are observed on a diff usely suppressed 
(fl at) background unreactive to sound stimulation (red arrow). Th e patient did not recover. Bipolar longitudinal montage, 10  m V/mm, 30 mm/s.    
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found fi ve who survived (three had a good neurologic 

recovery) despite peak serum NSE levels  .  33  m g/L at 

48 to 72 h.  33   Methodologic and sampling issues are 

important. Diff erences in the cutoff  values for NSE levels 

may be due to the timing of blood sampling. Indeed, 

some authors considered a cutoff  NSE level of  .  57  m g/L 

72 h aft er CA (specifi city, 100%; sensitivity, 47%),  51   

whereas others tested a cutoff  of  .  151  m g/L at 48 h 

(specifi city, 100%; sensitivity, 23%).  52   Finally, variability 

in NSE values depends on the laboratory assay used and 

the way samples are transported (mainly that hemolysis 

may falsely elevate NSE levels).  49     

 Soluble 100- b  Protein:     S-100B is a calcium-binding 

protein present in high concentration in astroglial cells. 

Elevated S-100B level is associated with brain cell apo-

ptosis and worsening postanoxic brain injury.  53   Peak 

serum levels usually are observed during the fi rst 24 h 

aft er CA; thus, S-100B levels may help to defi ne progno-

sis earlier than NSE levels.  54   In studies prior to the TTM 

era, the level of S-100B 24 h aft er CA was signifi cantly 

higher in patients with poor outcome. Th e best cutoff  

value was  �  0.5  m g/L, which yielded a specifi city of 

100% and a sensitivity of 75%.  55   In patients treated 

with TTM, an S-100B level of  .  0.5  m g/L at 24 h had 

a specifi city of 96% and a sensitivity of 62% for poor 

outcome.  56   

 In a systematic review of 24 studies evaluating the 

prognostic value of NSE and S-100B, only fi ve involved 

uniform application of a blood sampling schedule, with 

sampling intervals specifi ed based on a set starting point.  57   

Specifi city, however, was not 100%, and it was diffi  cult to 

assess the cutoff  values and predictive accuracy for both 

biomarkers. At present, NSE or S-100B should not be 

used alone to decide withdrawal of therapy.    

 MRI 

 Few data are available regarding CT scan as a prognostic 

tool for coma aft er CA, but its prognostic value seems 

limited so far.  58   CT scan should only be used to rule out 

cerebral causes of CA (eg, hemorrhages).  59   With respect 

to coma prognostication, MRI appears to be the most 

promising tool to assess the severity of hypoxic-ischemic 

encephalopathy.  60   Diff usion-weighted imaging with the 

use of apparent diff usion coeffi  cient maps is superior to 

conventional MRI in predicting prognosis and has been 

studied particularly in comatose patients post-CA 

treated with TTM.  61 - 64   Spatial and temporal diff erences 

in apparent diff usion coeffi  cients may provide insight 

into mechanisms of hypoxic-ischemic brain injury and, 

hence, recovery.  62 , 64 , 65   Diff usion MRI provides high 

specifi city (95%-100%) for poor prognosis; however, 

sensitivity seems to be generally very low (25%-30%).  63 , 66   

  

 Figure 5  –     Somatosensory evoked potentials from two comatose patients 
aft er cardiac arrest recorded in normothermic conditions. A and B, Th e 
bottom lines show the electrical response aft er median nerve stimulation 
at the brachial plexus (ERB point), the middle lines show the upper 
cervical region (N13), and the upper lines show the contralateral parietal 
region (N20). Shown are examples of the presence (A), with arrow 
pointing to an upward and then downward defl ection, and absence (B), 
with arrow pointing to a fl at line, of N20 cortical response. FPz  5  fronto-
polar zero.    
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Th e ideal time window for prognostication using 

diff usion MRI is approximately 5 days aft er CA. In a 

comparison of MRI in this time window with neurologic 

examination at 3 days, diff usion MRI improved the 

sensitivity for predicting poor outcome by 38% while 

maintaining 100% specifi city.  63   MRI is evolving as a tool 

for coma prognostication in CA survivors. Recent studies 

demonstrated the great potential of MRI by using 

cluster-based computerized image analysis.  67   Based on 

the available data, however, the quality of evidence is 

still insuffi  cient to presently recommend MRI as a 

standard tool for prognostication of post-CA coma.  58     

 Multimodality 

 The use of a multimodal approach for coma prognos-

tication (ie, combining clinical examination with 

electrophysiology and biomarkers) has been widely 

recommended by reviews, meta-analyses, and guide-

lines.  1 , 9 , 43 , 59 , 68   Th is approach is supported by a number 

of clinical studies demonstrating that the combination 

of several prognosticators signifi cantly improves the 

accuracy of outcome prediction. In a multicenter Dutch 

study of 391 patients treated with TTM, the combina-

tion of neurologic examination with SSEP and NSE 

yielded a very low FPR for poor prognosis within 72 h.  40   

In a recent cohort study of 134 patients treated with 

TTM at our institution, the combination of neurologic 

examination with EEG reactivity and NSE provided the 

highest accuracy (area under the receiver operating 

characteristic curve, 0.89) for coma prognostication at 

48 h.  34   Whether to use SSEP or EEG probably depends 

on local availability and expertise, but there is undoubt-

edly a growing body of evidence demonstrating that 

electrophysiologic tools warrant ICU implementation 

to optimize coma prognostication aft er CA. Th e added 

value of biomarkers such as NSE has also been demon-

strated in these studies. A study by Kim et al  69   showed 

that when combining diff usion MRI with serum NSE, 

MRI-based predictions identifi ed an additional fi ve 

patients with poor outcome out of 14 with 48-h NSE 

levels  ,  78.9  m g/L, further supporting the use of a 

multimodal approach for the prognostication of coma-

tose patients aft er CA.    

 Th e Issue of Time: How Long Should 
We Wait to Prognosticate? 

 Time delay in coma prognostication and potential 

withdrawal of intensive care is an important issue. 

Guidelines generally recommend at least 72 h aft er CA 

before making decisions.  1 , 11   We believe that this time is 

arbitrary. In some circumstances, 72 h aft er CA may not 

be enough because of delayed coma, residual sedation, 

or the appearance of late seizures aft er rewarming. Based 

on a multimodal approach for coma prognostication, 

the presence of favorable signs will determine interven-

tions. For example, the presence of EEG reactivity (even 

during TTM) indicates that the patient has a relatively 

high chance of regaining consciousness; therefore, 

continuation of intensive therapy is warranted beyond 

72 h. On the contrary, absence of EEG reactivity and 

SSEP aft er return of normothermia can trigger treatment 

withdrawal within 72 h. Ultimately, the best strategy is 

the integration of various signs (clinical examination, 

EEG, SSEP, blood biomarkers) into a multimodal 

approach ( Fig 6 ). This might mean that for some 

patients, more time is needed, and if doubts about 

prognostication persist, some additional days of 

observation and transfer to facilities that can provide 

full electrophysiologic examinations are indicated.     

 Future Perspectives and Challenges  

 Improving the Prediction of Good Recovery  

 Automated EEG Analysis:     An important limitation of 

the present approach and of many prognosticators 

(including neurologic examination, SSEP, NSE, and 

MRI) is that they are generally very good in predicting 

poor prognosis (ie, they have high specifi city) but they 

are insuffi  cient in predicting which comatose patient 

will have good recovery. For example, absent pupillary 

reactivity and bilaterally absent N20 on SSEP have very 

high accuracy in predicting poor prognosis, but when 

they are present, their accuracy in predicting awak-

ening with good recovery is no more than 50%.  17   For 

patients in such a gray zone of uncertain prognosis, 

this group repeatedly found that the presence of EEG 

background reactivity is approximately 80% to 85% 

predictive of good recovery in the early phase (24-48 h, 

even during TTM) aft er CA.  15 , 34 , 70   Adequate identifi cation 

of EEG reactivity, however, lacks a standardized approach. 

Th e use of automated analysis of EEG background 

reactivity is promising and has been shown to be as 

accurate as the visual analysis of EEG.  71     

 Auditory Evoked Potentials:     Evoked potentials 

measure changes in neuronal activity induced by sen-

sory stimuli and record the automated, early cortical 

response to somatosensory or auditory stimulation.  72   

Th ey may also record the active reaction of the cortex 

to these stimuli (ie, cognitive evoked potentials, including 

the mismatch negativity [MMN]).  73   Th e MMN is a 

component of the event-related potential to a deviant 
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stimulus in a sequence of standard stimuli. In the case 

of auditory stimuli, the MMN occurs aft er an infrequent 

change in a repetitive sequence of sounds. Th e deviant 

sound can diff er from the standards in one or more per-

ceptual features, such as pitch, duration, and loudness. 

Fischer et al  74   measured MMN in comatose patients 

aft er CA not treated with TTM. When performed aft er 

the acute period (on average at 10 days from CA), all 

patients in whom MMN was present awoke (100% speci-

fi city). MMN was superior to SSEP for the prediction 

of awakening and had the best specifi city and positive 

predictive value for good recovery. Th is group recently 

focused on the prognostic value of MMN in the early 

phase of acute coma ( ,  72 h) while using automated 

EEG analysis of auditory discrimination in 30 comatose 

patients aft er CA treated with TTM.  75   Evoked potentials 

were performed at two time points. We observed that 

all patients who displayed a progression of auditory dis-

crimination between the fi rst (TTM period, 33°C,  ,  24 h 

from CA) and the second (post-TTM period, 37°C, 48 h 

from CA) EEG recording awoke and had a good recov-

ery (100% specificity for good prognosis). These 

fi ndings are promising and suggest that automated 

EEG analysis might have a great potential for accurately 

predicting awakening from postanoxic coma in the 

early ICU phase.    

 Potential Biomarkers of the Future 

 Th e fi eld of biomarkers of acute brain injury is evolving. 

Over recent years, many potential candidates have been 

identifi ed, which can be sampled from both blood and 

cerebrospinal fl uid and may help to quantify the extent 

of brain damage in several acute cerebral conditions.  76   

In comatose patients aft er CA, plasma neurofi lament 

heavy chain is an interesting molecule with potential 

in prognostication.  77   Other brain biomarkers such as 

serum glial fibrillary acidic protein, brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor, and tau protein are also prom-

ising,  78 - 80   but more data are needed before these can be 

introduced in clinical practice. Neurofi lament heavy 

chain or total tau-protein sampling from cerebrospinal 

fl uid may further improve coma prognostication aft er 

CA  81   but at the expense of added invasiveness and 

increased risk of complications (eg, bleeding), particu-

larly in patients with cardiac causes of CA who receive 

antiplatelet agents or anticoagulants. Finally, ischemia-

reperfusion syndrome after CA shares some of the 

pathophysiologic mechanisms of the sepsis syndrome,  82   

and several studies have found early elevation (within 48 h) 

of serum procalcitonin (a marker of sepsis syndrome 

severity) to be associated with mortality after CA 

and TTM.  83 - 86      

  

 Figure 6  –     Practical algorithm for 
coma prognostication aft er cardiac 
arrest in adult patients treated with 
TTM. Clinical examination is the 
fi rst step for coma prognostication, 
but the FPR for poor prognosis is 
 .  0%, particularly for motor 
response. EEG and somatosensory 
evoked potential (SSEP) (used alone 
or in combination, depending on 
local availability and expertise) are 
essential to improve prognostic 
accuracy. A nonreactive EEG 
background and bilaterally absent 
N20 cortical response on SSEP both 
have very low FPR (close to 0) for 
poor prognosis. A continuous, 
reactive EEG background also has a 
high specifi city (80%-85%) for good 
neurologic recovery. Blood 
biomarkers (NSE or S100-B) are 
useful complements to prognostica-
tion. BS  5  burst suppression; 
FPR  5  false-positive rate; 
GCS  5  Glasgow coma scale; 
NSE  5  neuron-specifi c enolase; 
S100-B  5  soluble 100- b  protein; 
SE  5  status epilepticus; TTM  5  tar-
geted temperature management.    
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 Conclusions 

 Prognostication of coma aft er CA in the era of TTM 

requires a multimodal approach. Clinical examination 

remains the fi rst step. TTM and sedation used for early 

neuroprotection in comatose patients aft er CA alter 

neurologic refl exes and might delay recovery of motor 

responses up to 5 to 6 days. In this setting, neurologic 

examination alone may become less reliable in the 

early ICU phase. Reactivity on EEG to painful and 

auditory stimulation and N20 response on SSEP are 

not signifi cantly infl uenced by TTM and sedation and 

in combination with clinical examination, signifi-

cantly improve prognostic accuracy. Serum biomarkers, 

mainly NSE and S-100B, are helpful for outcome 

assessment. Levels of both biomarkers, however, are 

infl uenced by TTM, and no single cutoff  provides 

suffi  cient prognostic accuracy; therefore, these param-

eters are only useful in combination with clinical 

examination and electrophysiologic tools. Diff usion-

weighted MRI may provide further insight into the 

mechanisms of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy 

and could be an additional prognostic tool, especially 

in predicting long-term neurologic defi cits among 

CA survivors. Automated EEG analysis of background 

reactivity and auditory evoked potentials hold great 

promise in identifying patients in the early ICU phase 

who will have a favorable recovery from postanoxic coma.     
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